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Abstract.  

Early diagnosis of patient diseases is subjected to the appropriate use of bioimaging techniques. 

For this reason, the development of contrast agents that improve and enhance the response of 

current clinical imaging practices is a pressing concern. Non-invasive bioimaging techniques 

most often need specific probes to follow and measure biological routes in living systems. 

These molecular imaging agents must exhibit: I) a remarkable contrast effect, i.e. a high signal-

to-noise ratio under real physiological conditions, II) pronounced in vivo stability under the 

effect of numerous enzymes or proteases present in serum or targeted tissue equilibrated with a 

fast clearance from healthy organs and III) low cost and eco-friendly production. To overcome 

current drawbacks that hindrance the full development of the different bioimaging techniques, 

several groups are exploring nanoparticles as contrast agents. In this scenario, coordination 

polymer nanoparticles have emerged as a handy platform offering predesigned unique 

advantages thanks to their chemical flexibility, structural diversity and tailoring skills. Indeed, 

these systems reveal high metal cargos, low toxicity and multifunctional character by 

adequately selecting the combination of metal ions and ligands. Moreover, in a reminiscent way 

of organic polymeric nanoparticles, coordination polymer nanoparticles have also demonstrated 

its ability to encapsulate therapeutic-active molecules, thus combining diagnostic and 

therapeutic functionalities, the so-called Theranostic nanomedicine. For all this reason the use of 

this family of nanoparticles as imaging contrast agents has attracted broad interest over the last 

years with numerous examples being reported. Herein we review main accomplishments in the 

area grouped according to the used technology, including magnetic resonance imaging, 

computed tomography, optical imaging, radioimaging or photoacoustic imaging. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Timely diagnosis of diseases is central to apply early treatments and therefore, to 

increase the survival rate of patients. For this reason, the continuous development of 

more sophisticated approaches that improve the sensitivity and accuracy of medical 

imaging practices is an area of constant investigation. Research on molecular-based 

bioimaging probes to increase contrast at specific regions is one of such field of study. 

With this aim, bioimaging probes such as gadolinium or radiotracers metal complexes 

have been successfully used though they still raise many doubts about its 

biocompatibility and side effects. On top of that, the efficiency of discrete molecules 

can be compromised by non-specific distributions and rapid clearance. In this scenario, 

Nanotechnology brings new exciting opportunities for the design and development of 

functional systems with outstanding features for their application in bioimaging [1]. 

Nanoparticles (NPs) can be easily functionalised to improve the biodistribution and 

targeting, while can exhibit a multimodal imaging therapy [2]. Moreover, in the case of 

tumours, NPs exhibit enhanced preferential gathering thanks to the permeability and 

retention (EPR) effect [3].  

To date, diverse families of NPs have been used as imaging agents, among them, 

organic NPs such as liposomes [4,5], micelles [6], carbon nanotubes[7], nanographene 

oxide [8] or inorganic materials [9,10,11] such as quantum dots [12], silica NPs [13], 

2D transition metal dichalcogenide nanosheets [14], upconversion nanocomposites [15] 

or gold NPs [16]. During the last years, semiconducting polymer NPs, which are made 

of π-conjugated semiconducting polymers, have emerged as one of the most skilful 

organic agents for bioimaging. Their advantages are mainly due to their versatile light-

responsive properties to meet the specific requirements for different bioimaging 

applications, ranging from molecular imaging to photothermal bioactivation and cancer 

phototherapy [17,18,19]. 

However, even though successful, most of these systems still need to improve 

diagnostic accuracy and their biosafety. This concern is especially relevant for inorganic 

and non-biodegradable NPs that accumulate in liver and spleen, resulting in latent long-

term toxicity issues [20]. Failure targeting, harmful accumulations in organs, high 

immune response or non-optimised signals are other significant problems that can also 

hamper their use for future clinical translation. Consequently, the fabrication of a new 

generation of multifunctional NPs with adequate size and biodegradability profiles, 
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enhanced targeting, reduced accumulation in reticuloendothelial organs and rapid body 

clearance, represents a significant challenge nowadays. 

Coordination polymers (CPs) are being studied for decades thanks to their synthetic 

flexibility, where a predesigned mixture of metal ions and organic ligands guarantees 

control over the chemical topology. The exquisite control and selection of constituent 

units allows for the formation of functional polymers with tuneable properties (e.g. 

porosity) [21]. However, the implementation of CPs in Medicine has traditionally 

remained elusive, mainly due to limitations in their administration and 

pharmacokinetics. Advances accomplished over the last years on the miniaturisation of 

CPs down to the nanometre scale have represented a novel opportunity for these 

materials in the field of Medicine, by offering improved colloidal dispersions, increased 

surface areas and optimised responses [22].  

Nanoscale metal-organic frameworks, referred from now on as NMOFs, represent one 

of these families. NMOFs are crystalline porous coordination polymer nanostructures 

exhibiting large voids with high loading capacity and control over the cargo release. The 

crystalline character of NMOFs entails a systematic analysis of host-guest interactions 

and release studies, complemented by theoretical models. Consequently, these 

nanomaterials have raised considerable interest, and comprehensive reviews 

summarising progress in NMOFs are available [23,24]. Another family of CPs attracting 

attention during the last years is that of amorphous coordination polymer NPs (CPNs) 

[25], also called nanoscale coordination polymers [26], infinite coordination polymers 

[27] or coordination polymer particles [28]. Even though these NPs are not mainly 

characterised by being highly porous systems, they can encapsulate several drugs with 

excellent yields, have excellent colloidal stabilities and show multifunctional properties 

that make them very attractive for their application in bioimaging. This capability is due 

to the fact that CPNs can incorporate active elements into their structure or entrap 

ready-to-use drugs (e.g. Doxorubicin, DOX) that can be released by the natural 

degradation of NPs or by external stimuli such as pH, light and enzymes, among others. 

Moreover, multifunctional systems are achieved by the functionalisation or 

incorporation of active probes (e.g. dyes) or metals (e.g. Fe) suitable for performing 

imaging. In this review, we will enlighten first the synthesis and characterisation of this 

innovative family of NPs to, later on, summarise in more detail the numerous examples 

so far reported for their use in the different bioimaging techniques drafted in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. The use of coordination polymer nanoparticles (CPNs) in different bioimaging techniques 
reported in this review. 

 

2. COORDINATION POLYMER NANOPARTICLES 

Since first reported in 2005 by Mirkin [29] and Wang [30], the number of publications 

related to CPNs is growing exponentially. For their synthesis, metal ions and organic 

ligands are usually mixed in the presence of an antisolvent, a secondary solvent (e.g. 

water) that induces fast precipitation due to the insolubility of the final product (Figure 

2a) [31]. The use of such out-of-equilibrium conditions leads to the formation of 

amorphous nanomaterials with spherical morphology that diminishes the interfacial free 

energy of the CPNs. Moreover, the dimensions can be tunned from few to hundred 

nanometres in size by controlling some parameters such as the rate of solvent addition 

(antisolvent) to the reaction mixture and/or the stirring speed [32]. As a representative, 

Figure 2b shows a CPN system ranging different sizes depending on the stirring speed. 

In this case, the increase of the agitation rate allowed for the formation of smaller NPs. 
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic synthetic methodology followed for the formation of CPNs using out-of-
equilibrium conditions. (b) Representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the resulting 
NPs with fine-tuned modification of the diameter with the stirring rate. Reproduced from ref. [31] and 
[32]. 

 

Besides fast precipitation, other approaches to obtain CPNs have also been used [33], 

including dip-pen nanolithography [34,35], reverse micro-emulsions [36] or lab-on-a-

chip implementation [37]. Scientists have also made efforts to understand their 

mechanism formation [38], to tune their structure and composition [39,40] or the 

conversion through the exchange of metals and/or organic ligands [41,42]. However, 

one of the most relevant challenges that scientists are facing is to control their surface 

functionality [43,44]. For instance, incorporation of terminal carboxylic groups in one 

of the ligands allowed Novio et al. to report NPs with boosted thermal and colloidal 

stabilities. Moreover, carboxylic groups remaining on the surface of the NP were 

subsequently functionalised using peptide coupling reactions [45], allowing for the 

incorporation of other functional groups [46] or the construction of complex hybrid 

systems on surfaces [47].  
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As regards its application in biological environments, the high chemical flexibility of 

coordination chemistry has allowed the fabrication of pH-responsive NPs of relevance 

for the controlled drug release given the different acidity between intra- and 

extracellular environments [48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60]. For instance, 

Nador et al. demonstrated the differential pH-responsiveness of two structurally 

analogous bis(catechol)-based NPs containing either a pH-sensitive imine or non-

sensitive alkyl ligands [61]. Besides pH [62,63,64,65], other potential stimuli for 

controlled cargo release might include redox [66,67], light-responsive [68,69,70] or 

multi stimuli-responsive systems [71,72,73,74,75,76,77]. Another validated relevant 

characteristic of CPNs is the encapsulation and controlled release of active 

pharmaceutical ingredients and other substances. For this, drugs can be incorporated as 

constitutive building blocks of the polymeric unit (chemical entrapment) or through the 

physical encapsulation within the CPNs [78]. Physical encapsulation of organic dyes, 

magnetic NPs, or luminescent quantum dots was already reported back in 2009 [79]. 

One year later, the same authors showed that these capsules not only can encapsulate 

but also can release active molecules as polymeric NPs do [80]. On the other side, 

chemical-guided encapsulation allows control of the release kinetics and better 

encapsulation yields as the drug release is not triggered by diffusion mechanisms but 

limited by the degradation of the NP. As a representative example, the use of active 

metal drugs, such as Pt-based molecules, as polymeric nodes of the coordination 

network, is one of the most used strategies [81]. Another example of chemical 

entrapment is the incorporation of drugs in the form of chelating ligands. In one of the 

few examples so far reported, Solórzano et al. recently described the use of CPNs as 

efficient carriers for AIDS/HIV therapy upon functionalisation with an anti-HIV drug 

(azidothymidine, AZT) chelated to catechol groups through a spacer, which is sensitive 

to enzymatic hydrolysis [82]. A schematic illustration of this approach is shown in 

Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. (a) Illustration of a catechol unit merged to the antiviral AZT drug by an enzymatically 
cleavable bond and the reaction of this ligand (catAZT or catTHY) with iron and a bis-imidazole to form 
nanoparticles (NPs). (b) Two-steps mechanism for the antiviral drug release from the NP constructs. First, 
the release of the catAZT ligand as a result of particle degradation and second enzymatic cleavage of 
AZT from the catechol derivative. Adapted with permission from ref. [82], Copyright 2019  Royal 
Society of Chemistry. 
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Scheme 1. Chemical structures used for the formation of CPNs. The most used ligands are classified in 
different groups: (a) chelating agents; (b) porphirin-like rings; (c) thiol-based; (d) optical-active; (e) 
imidazole-based; (f) catechol-based and (g) carboxylic-based ligands. 
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3. CPNs FOR BIOMEDICAL IMAGING  

The study and development of innovative imaging probes based on CPNs as a novel 

family of NPs have raised an enormous interest in several imaging techniques, among 

them magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), optical imaging (OI) and radioimaging (RI). 

CPNs have reported several properties and advantages over other nanomaterials 

allowing to overcome some of the challenges in the diagnosis and monitoring of 

diseases. Moreover, the simultaneous incorporation of diagnostic and therapeutic 

functionalities within a single nanoplatform provides the desired multifunctional 

character, the so-called Theranostic nanomedicine [83]. The most relevant examples of 

CPNs for bioimaging are grouped and revised next.  

 

3.1. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).  

MRI is a broadly used technique that affords images of the patient with high spatial 

resolution. The non-invasive nature of MRI, together with the high increased depth 

penetration, makes this imaging technique the most clinically used nowadays. Its basis 

lies in the ability to detect the reorientations of the nuclear spin of hydrogen atoms 

(water proton-based 1H-MRI). Three different parameters mainly influence the signal 

intensity detected by MRI equipment: I) the longitudinal (T1) and transversal (T2) 

relaxivity times, II) the cell environment and III) the proton density [84,85]. One of the 

main limitations of this radiation-free technique is the low sensitivity due to the low 

intrinsic contrast provided by the tissues. In order to overcome this limitation, the use of 

external contrast agents (CAs) is a need. A typical CA is able to improve image 

resolution and efficacy as it amends the relaxation times of protons in water molecules 

when a magnetic field is applied. Furthermore, administered CAs can be accumulated in 

specific areas, called Region-Of-Interest (ROI), thus improving the signal detected.  

There exist mainly two types of CAs: positive ones, which reduce T1 relaxation times 

and increases signal intensity (bright contrast), and negative ones, which predominantly 

shorten T2 relaxation times providing reductions in signal intensity (dark contrast). 

Therefore, the performance of CAs is mostly evaluated by their longitudinal (r1) and 

transversal (r2) relaxation value ratios. Clinical T1-CAs are mainly small molecules 

coming from the chelation of MRI-active metal ions, such as gadolinium complexes 

(Gd3+), or manganese oxide (Mn2+) that enhances the T1-weighted contrast (T1w). On the 
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other hand, T2 CAs mainly involve superparamagnetic iron oxide compounds (SPIONs), 

showing darker contrast T2-weighted images (T2w). However, though successful, the r1 

and r2 parameters offered by the current clinical CAs are modest, sometimes resulting 

still in ambiguous images after MRI analysis. These drawbacks cause the administration 

of high doses of CAs, generating risk for the health of the patients [86,87,88,89,90,91]. 

Aiming to improve the sensitivity while minimising the intrinsic toxicity and side 

effects of MRI CAs, efforts have been made to incorporate CAs into nanostructures that 

do not accumulate for a long term and have adequate clearance from the body [92,93]. 

For instance, Lin et al. reported mesoporous silica nanospheres coated with gadolinium 

complexes as highly efficient MRI CAs [94]. The incorporation of CAs in NMOFs has 

also been reported [95]. In the literature, the number of NPs described for MRI is 

extensive, here we will focus on the several successful examples of CPNs that have 

been so far reported, as presented next. For a better discussion and comparison between 

commercial CAs and reported CAs-based CPNs, the relaxivity parameters are 

summarised in Table 1 and 2, respectively. 

Gadolinium 

He et al. reported acid-degradable CPNs with a hydrodynamic diameter (hD) of 93.2 

nm and enhanced in vitro T1 signals by the reaction of Gd3+ ions and 2-amino-1,4-

benzenedicarboxylic acid (NH2-BDC) under solvothermal conditions [96]. The authors 

demonstrated that the CPNs become MRI-active at low pH due to their decomposition, 

facilitating the interaction with water molecules. In an acidic environment (pH = 5.5) 

the protonation of carboxyl groups present in the NH2-BDC ligand induced the 

weakening of metal-ligand coordination inducing a pH-triggered decomposition of the 

NPs. At this pH, an r1 value of 6.58 mM–1s–1was obtained, which was 39-fold higher 

than at pH = 7.4 (r1 = 0.18 mM–1s–1). Furthermore, such pH-responsive-degradation 

system improves the biocompatibility, facilitates their clearance from the organism and 

last but not least, triggers the release of the encapsulated DOX molecules with 

therapeutic efficacy in targeted tumour cells. Other strategy for the rapid clearance of 

toxic gadolinium ions without compromising the imaging contrast is having control 

over the final dimensions of the CPNs. For instance NPs with diameters less than 8 nm 

can be excreted by the kidneys and reach the bladder easily [97] while increasing the 

exchange between Gd3+ and bulk water molecules thanks to its high surface-to-volume 

ratio. As an example, Perrier et al. reported cyano-bridged Gd3+/[Fe(CN)6]3− CPNs 
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showing 3-4 nm in diameter [98]. The resulting CPNs were synthesised by the 

stoichiometric mixture between Gd(NO3)3·6H2O and Na3[Fe(CN)6] in water and in the 

presence of D-mannitol as stabilising agent. The measured r1 and r2 relaxivities resulted 

in 11.4 and 12.6 mM–1s–1, respectively, using a 4.7 T MR scanner. The relaxivity values 

obtained were four times larger than those obtained for the commercial CA Gadoteridol 

under the same conditions (3.00 and 3.41 mM–1s–1 for r1 and r2, respectively) and the 

r2/r1 ratio was almost 1, which is a requirement for effective T1 CA. Additional in vivo 

experiments demonstrated that the NPs stabilised with D-mannitol had a moderate long 

blood-circulation life-time while showing non-significant toxicity. Strategies to protect 

the CPNs by forming core-shell structures have also been described. In this sense, Ma et 

al. reported the coordination of Gd3+ with aspartic acid (Asp) and histidine (His) groups 

of an amphiphilic peptide present in the shell structure of self-assembled micelles 

containing poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) [99]. The coordination with Gd3+ to form hybrid 

micelles was achieved by the addition of GdCl3·6H2O to a solution containing the 

performed micelles and under vigorous stirring. The resulting Gd-micelles showed a 

diameter size around 120 nm as provided by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 

Under an external magnetic field (3T), the hybrid micelles showed r1 = 34.12 mM−1s−1 

and r2 = 20.16 mM−1s−1 values, up to five times higher than those found for the 

commercial CA Magnevist® (Gd–diethylenetriamine pentacetic acid (DTPA), r1 = 4.1 

mM−1s−1 and r2 = 4.6 mM−1s−1) tested under the same experimental conditions. 

Moreover, the hydrophobic core of micelles can accommodate anti-cancer drugs, such 

as DOX, that act as a therapeutic agent against tumour-bearing mice. Most recently in 

2020, Qin et al. described the formation of metal-phenolic based CPs incorporating 

Gd3+ ions in the network [100]. The production of CPNs comprised two different steps. 

Firstly, tannic acid (TA), a polyphenol-based ligand, reacted with formaldehyde under 

alkaline conditions. This reaction induced the formation of TA-formaldehyde oligomer. 

In a second step, Gd3+ ions were added allowing for the trigger of oligomer assembly 

via metal-ligand coordination. TEM images showed the formation of spherical NPs with 

average diameter about 20.2 nm. In this case, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was added in 

order to prevent the formation of aggregates, avoiding fast precipitation of NPs. The 

validation of Gd-TA CPNs as MRI CAs exhibited high relaxivity parameters (r1 = 25.5 

mM−1s−1 and r2 = 30.3 mM−1s−1) with r2/r1 ratio of 1.19. These results suggested this 

system as an excellent T1w MRI. Interestingly, the same methodology could be applied 

for other MRI-active metals (e.g. Gd, Cu, Ni, Zn, Fe), thus demonstrating the high 
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versatility of polyphenol-based CPNs. Finally, the developed CPNs were validated in 

vivo through its intravenous (i.v.) injection in EMT-6 tumour-bearing mice. The results 

demonstrated an effective uptake of Gd-TA CPNs in the tumour with low short-term 

toxicity effects for the organism. 

As previously described, successful examples of CPNs, which considerably reduce the 

dose of Gd3+ in comparison with commercial chelates, have been reported. This dose 

reduction has a beneficial impact by reducing toxicity without compromising the high 

CA response. Unfortunately, the progressive leach of free Gd3+ ions to the organism, 

which results in toxicity that limits their clinical applicability, is still unavoidable. The 

use of Gd3+ ions has different concerns. Briefly, some bio-metals, such as Zn and Cu, 

can be replaced by Gd3+. Additionally, it has been reported the influence of Gd3+ in 

inducing the uptake in the extravascular space [101] and in the appearance of 

nephrogenic system fibrosis disease [102,103,104]. This toxicity problem becomes a 

higher risk in the long-term, mainly due to the accumulation of non-excreted metal. To 

address this issue, other active-MRI metals have been explored. 

Manganese 

Manganese, which has relaxivity values comparable to Gd, is one of the most used 

alternatives for the formation of NPs [105]. For instance, Taylor et al. described the 

controlled synthesis of CPNs, using Mn2+ and terephthalic (BTC)/trimesic (BTC) acids 

as coordination ligands, coated with a silica shell [94]. This strategy allowed for the 

synthesis of NPs by using a surfactant templated, base-catalysed condensation 

methodology. The coating conferred enough biostability and allowed for the additional 

functionalisation of the surface with a peptide (c(RGDfK)) that favour high in vivo r1 

values. Interestingly, the relaxivity parameters were measured under two different 

magnetic fields (3.0 and 9.4T), showing different values (r1 of 28.8 mM−1s−1 (3T)/10.2 

mM−1s−1 (9.4T) and r2 of 65.5 mM−1s−1 (3T)/110.8 mM−1s−1 (9.4T)). In another work, 

Liu et al. reported CPNs by the microwave-assisted self-assembly of a Mn-

bisphosphonate containing high loadings of zoledronate (63 ± 5 wt %) and Mn2+ ions 

(13 ± 4 wt %) in DMF/H2O at 140 ºC for 10 min [106]. The resulting amorphous NPs, 

showed uniform shape with an hD of 55.8 nm as revealed by TEM. The system was 

further coated with: I) lipids and polyethylene glycol (PEG) to confer biocompatibility 

and improve their kinetics in biological environments and II) anisamide (AA) as an 

active targeting ligand to provide specific recognition to tumour cells (Figure 4). The in 
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vitro MRI studies highlighted the efficiency of the Mn-bisphosphonate CPN acting as a 

valid T1 CA (r1 = 7.6 mM−1s−1 and an r2 = 70.3 mM−1s−1) and were tested with and 

without AA in vitro in MCF7 cells, showing enhanced signals in T1w for the targeted 

system. 

 

Figure 4. (a) Scheme for the general procedure of self-assembled CPNs with lipid and PEG coating. (b) 
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of Mn-bisphosphonate CPN + peg + anisamide (AA) 
(1@peg-AA). (c) Size distribution of particles measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS). (d) 
Longitudinal (r1, squares) and transverse (r2, circles) MR relaxivity plots of 1@peg-AA. Scale bars = 200 
nm. Adapted with permission from ref. [106], Copyright 2019 Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

In another work, Yang et al. described the synthesis of Mn-CPNs upon self-assembly of 

Mn2+ ions with a near-infrared (NIR) dye (IR825) ligand [107]. The reaction for the 

CPNs formation was made in methanol/DMF solution containing MnCl2 under 

sonication for 6 h followed by an additional 12 h of stirring at 30 °C. The resulting NPs 

were coated with a polydopamine (PDA) layer and subsequently functionalised with 

PEG molecules, resulting in a final average hD of ~ 70 nm. After applying a magnetic 

field (3T), the Mn-IR825@PDA-PEG NPs showed an r1 value of 7.48 mM−1s−1, higher 

than the clinically used Gd-based CA Magnevist®. The in vivo results also demonstrated 

a rapid renal excretion minimising long-term toxicity of Mn2+ ions and a gradual uptake 

by the tumour, which under irradiation, was efficiently removed without any re-growing 

signal within 60 days. Zhao et al. synthesised mesoporous Mn2+-dithiodiglycolic acid 

(DTA) CPNs (~ 100 nm diameter) loaded with DOX and further PEGylated, using PDA 

as a primer, that conferred remarkable biostability under physiological conditions [108]. 

The Mn-based mesoporous NPs were synthesised by mixing MnCl2 and DTA, in 
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DMF/ethanol solution. Then, the reaction mixture was ultrasonically dispersed and 

transferred to a hydrothermal synthesis reactor, for 24 h at 150 °C. These NPs showed a 

concentration-dependent MRI contrast with an r1 = 9.95 mM−1s−1, again higher than the 

commercial Magnevist®. Moreover, in addition to exhibit improvements in the blood 

circulation time and the uptake by the tumour after i.v. injection, the NPs have a smart 

controlled release of the encapsulated DOX. Indeed, the disulphide bonds located in the 

structure of the DTA could be broken when the antioxidant glutathione was present 

through redox reactions.   

More recently, Zhang et al. described the formation of CPNs that encapsulate a 

photosensitive drug (chlorin e6, Ce6) during the self-assembly process for the formation 

of the CPNs [109]. The coordination of an amphiphilic amino-acid ligand (9-

fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl-L-leucine, Fmoc) with Mn2+ ions at pH = 8.0, yielded the 

generation of CPNs with an average diameter of approximately 100 nm, as revealed by 

TEM and DLS measurements. In addition to being biocompatible, the resulting NPs 

presented a T1-dominated contrast effect (r1 = 6.46 mM−1s−1) and in vivo retention times 

high enough as for the acquisition of MRI signals within a single scan. On top of that, 

these CPNs showed strengthening photodynamic therapy (PDT) to treat tumours by 

controlled releasing of the photosensitiser. Similarly, Shin et al. reported a procedure 

for the coordination of Mn2+ ions within pyrene-end-modified double-hydrophilic block 

copolymers (DHBCs) [110]. The reaction yielded NPs with an hD of  15 ± 4  nm 

measured in solid-state by TEM. Nevertheless, when the NPS were redispersed in 

aqueous solution, DLS measurements revealed an increased size of 47 ± 20 nm. This 

significant difference in diameter dimensions was attributed to the considerable 

swelling of the Mn2+ bond. Moreover, the presence of manganese ions allowed for 

suitable permeation of water molecules and improved the magnetic resonance relaxivity 

showing a strong r1 (17.35 mM−1s−1). To close this section, Wu et al. reported the 

development of CPNs through the coordination of methotrexate (Met) chemotherapeutic 

and Mn2+ ions [111]. The resulting CPNs were coated with PEG molecules through 

hydrophobic interactions. The average hD of Met-Mn NPs from DLS was 81.5 ± 9.7 nm 

while it changed to 93.3 ± 10.3 nm after the coating of PEG. The presence of Mn2+ ions 

served as T1 CA with r1 = 7.76 mM–1s–1 while PEGylation enhanced the biostability and 

the circulation half-lives compared with the free chemotherapeutic (from 0.71 ± 0.15 h 

to 4.23 ± 1.56 h).  
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Besides the use of Mn2+ ions as constitutive building blocks of the coordination polymer 

network, Liu et al. described the encapsulation of MnO2 (BM) NPs within CPNs made 

of hafnium (Hf) and c,c,t–(diamminedichlorodisuccinato)Pt4+ (DSP) [72]. The DSP 

ligand presented double function, acting simultaneously as both bridging ligand and 

prodrug. The resulting hybrid NPs were further coated with PDA and PEG 

(BM@CPN(DSP)-PEG), conferring them an excellent water solubility, good 

physiological stability and an hD of ~ 160 nm. Under acidic pH, the MnO2 NPs 

decomposed into paramagnetic Mn2+ ions giving different r1 values with a strong 

pH/concentration-dependent brightening effect. For this reason, the r1 at pH = 6.5 was 

9.23 mM−1s−1, five times higher than at pH = 7.4 (1.75 mM−1s−1). On top of that, these 

NPs act simultaneously as two-faced system. Firstly, as radio-sensitiser due to presence 

of Hf, this has X-ray attenuation capacity, allowing for excellent therapy and secondly, 

as chemotherapeutic agent due to the release of cisplatin. This simultaneous effect was 

corroborated by in vivo experiments, showing the enhanced tumour uptake after i.v. 

injection. Interestingly, an inhibition effect of the tumour growth after the 

chemoradiotherapy treatment was observed. Furthermore, these CPNs where efficiently 

excreted through the renal pathway, as tracked by MRI and by biodistribution analysis, 

with no appreciable in vivo toxicity. 

Iron 

First successful examples of Fe-based CAs were based on iron oxide NPs used to 

image the reticuloendothelial system [112,113,114]. Nevertheless, there are still some 

limitations related to iron oxide-based CAs (e.g. interferences with magnetic 

susceptibility) that dramatically affect the accuracy of the diagnoses and must be 

addressed before their satisfactory clinical translation [115]. To overcome such 

drawbacks, the rational design of iron-based CPNs as MRI CAs represented an 

alternative. One of the most successful strategies followed consists in the coordination 

of Fe ions with high-affinity phenol-based ligands. Mu et al. reported the synthesis of 

ultrasmall (3-4 nm) gallic acid (GA)-Fe3+ CPNs, with good biocompatibility and strong 

absorption in the visible-NIR region [116]. The reasons to choose phenol-based GA is 

that these systems exhibit a strong interaction with Fe ions favouring the formation of 

polymeric networks and have demonstrated excellent anti-tumour effects [117,118]. In 

this case, the Fe3+ ions formed strong coordinative bonds with phenolic and carboxylic 

groups in GA, Additionally, the functionalisation with bovine serum albumin allowed 
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for an enhanced stability enabled by the strong coordinating effects between Fe3+ and 

the amide present in albumin molecules. The resulting NPs have low relaxivity values 

of 0.89 mM−1s−1 and 0.95 mM−1s−1 for r1 and r2, respectively (r2/r1 = 1.06) though 

enough to induce a positive change in the MRI signal of the tumour-bearing mice after 

in vivo antitumoral injection. Moreover, combination with laser treatment (photothermal 

therapy), allowed not only for the effective imaging but also for the treatment of the 

tumour. Based on the same principle, Zhang et al. reported an added functionality for 

GA-Fe3+ based-CPNs upon its encapsulation within PEG-PLGA structure [119]. Both, 

modification of the dimensions (final hD of approximately 110 nm as showed by TEM 

and DLS analyses) and the introduction of a polymeric shell, increased the T1 contrast 

efficacy with a higher r1 value of 10.46 mM−1s−1. This enhanced r1 value suggested this 

system as a highly efficient T1 CA. On top of that, the robustness of the approach and 

the physiological stability and biocompatibility, conferred by the polymeric shell, 

allowed for its use as MRI guided thermo-chemotherapy. The pH-sensitive behaviour of 

these CPNs triggered the releasing of GA in acidic environments (Figure 5).   

 

Figure 5. (a) Schematic showing the synthesis and chemical structure of the Fe-GA CPNs (Fe-
GA@PEG-PLGA). (b) Size distribution of the Fe-GA@PEG-PLGA CPNs by DLS (Inset: TEM image). 
(c) T1w MR images of the Fe-GA@PEG-PLGA and the linear fitting for the obtention of r1 value. Adapted 
with permission from ref. [119], Copyright 2020 ELSVIER. 
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As seen before, coordination of active-MRI metal ions to micelles is a successful 

strategy for the development of nanostructured CAs. Based on this, Xin et al. 

synthesised robust bioinspired catechol-Fe3+ coordinated micelles loaded with DOX 

[120]. The strategy reported allow for the fabrication of catechol-containing amphiphilic 

polymer conjugate. Interestingly, the conjugate was designed to combine three moieties: 

catechol, PEG and trityl moieties that enable the polymer amphiphilic and thus endow it 

self-assembly property. TEM images showed an average size of 74 nm which was 

increased when the hD was measured by DLS (~94 nm). In this case, the presence of 

Fe3+ showed a low longitudinal relaxivity (r1 = 1.53 mM−1s−1). This low signal, revealed 

by the MR images under a magnetic field of 1.2 T, did not display noticeable contrast in 

the tumour region at low concentrations. The low toxicity of this Fe-based CPN allowed 

for the increase of the injected dose in order to improve the contrast. This image 

enhancement was possible thanks to a higher accumulation of the system in the tumour 

surroundings. Besides, the DOX loaded micelles showed a remarkable reduction of 

tumour size in a 4T1 tumour-bearing mouse. More recently, Qin et al. described the 

formation of bimetal-phenolic CPNs by using Gd and Fe ions, which were crosslinked 

via metal-catechol coordination with TA [121]. The obtained bimetal CPNs exhibited 

ultrasmall hD with an average of 23 nm. The r1 value and photothermal performance of 

the resulting Gd-Fe-TA CPNs revealed a composition-dependent behaviour. The 

modulation of the Gd/Fe molar ratio had an opposite impact in both parameters; the r1 

value was positively modified while the photothermal conversion was negatively 

influenced. Finally, through an accurate optimisation of the Gd/Fe ratio, it was possible 

to obtain Gd-Fe-TA CPNs exhibiting a high longitudinal relaxivity value (9.3 mM−1s−1) 

and excellent photothermal conversion efficiency in the therapy of EMT-6 tumour-

bearing mice. 

Dual-mode 

Although the possibility of having a dual T1 and T2 signal within the same NP has been 

implicit in many of the previously mentioned examples, some works expressly faced 

this challenge, giving rise to the so-called T1/T2 dual-mode contrast agents (DMCAs). 

One of the advantages of DMCAs is their capability to be triggered appropriately for 

their visualisation by bright (T1w) or dark (T2w) images in a single scan, facilitating the 

interpretation of the diagnostic images and overcoming the MRI artefacts and imaging 

ambiguities. In recent years, some examples of DMCA-based CPNs have been 
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successfully synthesised. Yang et al. synthesised multifunctional CPNs by a 

nanoprecipitation method through the reaction between 1,1’–dicarboxyl ferrocene 

(DCFe) and paramagnetic Gd3+ ions [122]. TEM images highlighted the formation of 

spherical NPs with an average diameter of 80 nm. In a further step, the CPNs were 

modified with silica to achieve water solubility and surface functionalised with a 

targeting ligand and tumour specificity. The resulting CPNs were stable in water and 

did not exhibit significant cytotoxicity. Dual-mode MRI results showed a modest 

longitudinal relaxivity of r1 ~ 5.1 mM−1s−1, similar to Magnevist®, but a significant 

improvement in the r2 value (21.7 mM−1s−1), four times higher in this case than the 

commercial Gd-DTPA under the same conditions (5.3 mM−1s−1). These values resulted 

in an appropriate r2/r1 ratio (r2/r1 = 4.3) and suggested the potential use of this Gd-based 

CPNs as a T1/T2 DMCA. In another example, the intrinsic capability of PDA to interact 

with Fe ions for the formation of DMCAs was reported [123]. In this case, Chen et al. 

reported the synthesis of PDA nanospheres (PDAs) coordinated to the Fe ions as a 

strategy for the development of biodegradable CPNs (PDAs@CP3). The strategy 

consisted first on the formation of PDAs in ammonia/ethanol/water mixture under mild 

stirring and the addition of dopamine hydrochloride.  In a second step, the final CPN 

was fabricated by a layer-by-layer methodology adding FeCl3·6H2O to an aqueous 

solution containing PDAs. The in vivo performance showed low toxicity, high 

biocompatibility and good relaxivity values (r1 = 7.52 mM−1s−1, r2 = 45.92 mM−1s−1 ). 

The resultant ratio r2/r1 ~ 6.11 mM−1s−1, clearly demonstrated the T1/T2 DMCA 

behaviour of these NPs. Moreover, the synthesized nanocomplex was loaded with 

DOX, allowing for its use in chemotherapy. In this sense, the core-shell nanocomplex 

was able to reduce the tumour with the controlled release of DOX upon heating. 

As showed in the last example, the formation of hybrid nanocomplexes is a robust 

strategy for the formation of DMCAS. In this sense, Borges et al. reported a novel 

hybrid DMCA through the encapsulation of SPIONs within the catechol-based Fe3+ 

CPNs network [124]. The CPNs were synthesised by combining two co-ligands based 

on catechol and imidazole under magnetic stirring at room temperature. DLS 

measurements performed in a solution containing the hybrid nanocomplex 

(SPION@Fe-CPN) showed an average hD of 86 nm. Interestingly, in vitro MRI 

measurements for the Fe-CPN resulted in an r1 = 5.9 mM−1s−1, slightly higher than 

Magnevist® under the same experimental conditions (r1 = 4.25 mM−1s−1). However, 
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once the SPIONs were encapsulated the r1 value decreases to r1 = 2.8 mM−1s−1, fact 

attributed to the localised magnetic field induced by the SPIONs that produced 

imperceptibly perturbations affecting the relaxation process of paramagnetic-based T1 

CAs. On the positive side, r2 relaxivity of the SPION@Fe-CPN was equal to 185.3 

mM−1s−1, allowing for a right T1/T2 relaxivity ratio. Later on, Suárez-García et al. 

reported a related DMCA system without the encapsulation of SPIONs, by the 

combination of imidazole (1,4-bis(imidazol-1-ylmethyl)benzene, bix) and catechol-

based ligand (3,4-dihydroxycinnamic acid, dhc) with paramagnetic ions (Gd3+, Mn2+ 

and Fe3+) [125]. This novel family of CPNs were synthesised through a precipitation 

method induced by the addition of an aqueous solution containing the different metal 

salts. The resulting CPNs exhibited average diameter sizes ranging from 45 nm (Fe-

based CPN) to 130 nm (Mn-based CPN). From all of the different CPNs synthesised, 

best results were obtained for the Fe3+ ions, with r1 ~ 5.3 mM−1s−1 and r2 ~ 10.9 

mM−1s−1 values. These parameters enhanced the corresponding values found for 

commercial CAs based on Gd3+ and Mn2+. Besides in vitro experiments, in vivo 

experiments showed an excellent chemical and colloidal stability, low toxicity and good 

DMCA responses for brain tumour imaging (Figure 6). The developed CPNs 

demonstrated its ability to be accumulated in the tumour environment, thus enhancing 

the signal and the contrast effect. 
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Figure 6. (a) Schematic illustration of the different synthesis for the obtention of a family of CPNs. (b) A 
representative example of in vivo study of GL261 tumour-bearing imaged with Fe-CPN. MR images 
obtained before injection (first row) and after injection (second row) for T1w image, T2w image and image 
obtained from an algebra algorithm of imaging division (T1w/T2w). The dashed circles show the selected 
regions-of-interest (ROIs) for the relative contrast enhancement (RCE) calculation. Colour scales show 
the range of pixel values in grayscale (for T1w and T2w images) or “hot metal” colour scale (for double 
enhancement images T1w/T2w), with minimum and maximum values. Adapted with permission from ref. 
[125], Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 

 

In a subsequent example, Solórzano et al. modified the previously described Fe-CPNs 

by introducing an antiviral AZT group in the catechol unit [82]. This modification 

demonstrated the capability of NCPs to incorporate active therapeutic substances for 

their controlled release. The resulting CPNs exhibited spherical morphology with hD of 

147 nm as demonstrated by DLS. In addition, to show antiviral HIV efficiency with 

lower side toxicity and controlled release, the CPNs showed a drastic reduction of the r1 

value (0.15 mM−1s−1) but a surprising increase of the transversal relaxivity (r2 = 117.5 

mM−1s−1). Although the explanation for these differences is not fully understood, it 
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brings into context the crucial compromise between the use of the ligands and the 

resultant coordination sphere. This coordination environment will affect the diffusion of 

bulk water molecules to the metal ions and, consequently, the experimental T1w and T2w 

responses. 

 

3.2. Computed tomography (CT)  

CT is a potent diagnostic tool based on the attenuation of X-ray radiation by the 

presence of an active element or complex. After signal processing, the resulting 3D 

images display high quality in terms of spatial resolution. This imaging technique is 

commonly used in combination with MRI, thanks to the complementary information 

offered. An active CT CA has to demonstrate high X-ray attenuation, usually materials 

based on elements with high Z number (e.g. Iodine, z = 53; Barium, z = 56: Hafnium, z 

= 72 and Bismuth, z = 83; among others). For instance, barium sulphate leads to 

contrast enhancement used for imaging the gastrointestinal tract. However, and as 

previous described for other imaging techniques, the use of small-molecule-based CAs 

is limited due to their I) non-specific biodistribution, II) rapid clearance from the 

organism through the renal pathway, III) low blood circulation times and IV) the need 

of large doses for providing quality contrast [126]. For these reasons, many efforts have 

focused on the formation of nanostructured polymer systems that overcome the above 

limitations. With this aim, deKrafft et al. described the formation of five novel CPNs by 

reaction of 2,3,5,6–tetraiodoterephtalic acid (I4-BDC-H2) with Cu2+ and Zn2+ ions with 

excellent X-ray attenuation activity [127]. The described approach established a strategy 

for the formation of CPNs not only using organic solvents, but also water, which is 

more suitable for biomedical applications. The resulting CPNs had rod-like 

morphology, but under an accurate control of the reaction parameters, NPs ranging from 

200-600 nm could be obtained. Interestingly, the iodine content of these CPNs (63 wt%) 

was higher when compared with Iodixanol (49 wt%), a clinically available CA. This 

high payload together with the biodegradability nature of CPNs, allow for its potential 

use for imaging applications. In a further example, Liu et al. described a remote-

controlled drug release CPN formed by the polymerisation of a bis–(alkylthio) alkene 

linker (BATA) and Hf4+ ions [128]. In a first step, the CPNs were produced based on 

the coordination between Hf4+ ions and BATA linker via solvothermal method in a 

solvent mixture of DMF/ethanol. Interestingly, the resulting NPs, with average diameter 
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of around 70 nm, were loaded with the photosensitiser Ce6 and the chemotherapeutic 

drug DOX. Finally, the developed CPNs were PEGylated to confer enhanced stability. 

In vivo CT imaging showed efficient tumour accumulation after i.v injection and 

enhanced contrast compared with untreated mice. The CPNs were able to produce 

singlet oxygen upon red light exposure, thereby triggering DOX release due to BATA 

cleavage and destruction of the NPs. This smart-responsive material resulted in an 

efficient system for cancer therapy achieved by a combination with chemo-PDT. 

Additionally, the formation of the CPN allowed for the reduction of toxicity compared 

with Iopromide, which is a commercial iodine-based CA.  

 

3.3. Optical Imaging (OI) 

OI has demonstrated powerful capabilities as a versatile imaging tool. The success of 

OI technique relies on its non-invasive nature and the ability to discern between healthy 

and damaged tissues both in vitro and in vivo. Most nanostructured optical bioimaging 

agents reported so far are based on Quantum Dots (QDs) and derivatives. These systems 

have demonstrated photochemical and metabolical stability and tuneable emissions 

[129,130,131,132,133,134]. Nevertheless, serious concerns about the chemical stability 

(e.g. oxidation) and toxicity in water have been reported [130,135]. For this reason, 

many efforts have been focused on the development of CPNs as an efficient alternative. 

With this idea, Zhang et al. reported the formation of ultrasmall CPNs made of Zn2+ and 

3,4,9,10–perylene-tetra carboxylate [136]. The ultrasmall size of these quantum dots-

based CPNs (around 3.0 nm as shown by TEM) ensured their colloidal stability in 

water. The optical characterisation revealed high photoluminescence and robust 

photostability. The CPNs were validated in vitro by labelling A498 cells, exhibiting 

similar performances to those of common inorganic QDs (enhanced with respect those 

reported for commercial fluorescent dyes). Furthermore, the low toxicity of the systems 

was corroborated in vitro, demonstrating the biocompatibility.  

Simultaneously, Zhong et al. developed lanthanide hollow spheres using Tb ions and 

the 4,4’,4’’–benzene–1,3,5–triyl–tri–benzoic acid (BTB) ligand under solvothermal 

conditions [137]. The resulting CPNs exhibited sizes ranging from 260 to 500 nm in 

diameter, as shown by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Interestingly, the use of 

Eu3+ at different doping concentrations allowed for multicolour emission (from green to 
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red). Worth to mention, excitation of the system at 316 nm allowed for the obtaining of 

white-light emission, which is a current challenge due to increasing energy demands 

and subsequent costs. Similarly, Aimé et al. also described a new method based on the 

inclusion of guest molecules to produce photofunctional nucleotide–lanthanide systems 

[138]. The synthesis was done in water through the mixing of 2’–deoxyadenosine 5’–

monophosphate (DDM) and Tb3+ ions, forming aggregated CPNs with an hD ~ 30 nm. 

Once the system was excited at a wavelength of 260 nm, no emission was detected, 

mainly due to the lack of energy transfer from adenine to the metal ion. In order to 

obtain optically-active CPNs, 3–hydroxypycolinic acid (hPA) was added to the reaction 

mixture. This addition allowed for the diffusion of water molecules in the Tb3+ 

coordination sphere inducing the replacement and favouring the luminescence of the 

CPNs. 

Optically active ligands 

Instead of photoactive metal ion nodes, an alternative approach for the synthesis and 

design of photoactive CPNs is the use of fluorescent bridging ligands, such as the well-

known meso–tetrakis(4–carboxyl)–21H,23H–porphyrin (TCPP). With this in mind, Liu 

et al. reported the synthesis of CPNs from a microemulsion method by the coordination 

between Zr ions and the TCPP ligand [139]. The fine tuning of different parameters 

aroused in the formation of CPNs with different morphology. Among them, spindle-like 

CPNs (155x260 nm) were selected as the final system for in vivo assays. After 

excitation at 514 nm, the free TCPP ligand exhibits fluorescence at 651 nm (with a low 

intense peak at 710 nm). Interestingly, nanostructured CPNs revealed a single-emission 

peak at 689 nm, fact ascribed to the hybridisation between the orbitals of Zr ions and 

TCPP ligands. Additionally, the CPNs have been efficiently tested for the treatment of 

tumour, thanks to the combination of laser irradiation and the controlled encapsulation-

release of DOX. Besides TCPP, other bridging ligands have demonstrated its 

effectiveness in OI. Lin and co-workers used the optical-active Ru(bpy)32+ derivatives to 

coordinate Zn or Zr ions to synthesise a family of phosphorescent CPNs [140]. The 

resulting CPNs were stabilized by performing a coating of silica. However, only the Zr-

based CPNs showed enough stability without decomposition in water. This system was 

selected for further functionalisation with PEG molecules (through silanol and siloxy 

groups). Finally, the tumoral specificity of these CPNs was validated in vitro, showing 

their uptake by H460 cells as demonstrated by confocal microscopy. 
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In another example, Ban et al. synthesised Cu-containing amphiphilic hyperbranched 

polytriazoles following self-assembly processes with very low cytotoxicity [141]. First, 

Cu+-catalysed azide-alkyne cycloaddition polymerysation was used to produce 

hyperbranched polytriazoles which were subsequently functionalised with alkyl-

modified PEG. The average hD of these assemblies was 75 nm with spherical shape. 

The resulting system allowed for their use as active-fluorescent CPNs due to 

aggregation-induced emission phenomena (AIE). For instance, optical analysis of the 

CPNs as a solid powder revealed a wide range of emissions (cyan, yellow, and red–

light) while dispersed in aqueous solution, the emission changes to intense blue, yellow-

green, and dark red-light under the same irradiation parameters. Worth to mention, this 

system also unveils a responsive behaviour thanks to the presence of disulphide bonds, 

which lead to release the antitumoral fragments of copper-triazole complexes. In 

another example, Heck et al. described phosphate-based hybrid NPs (IOH-NPs) 

combining various amounts of inorganic cations ([ZrO]2+ or [Mg2O]2+) and a functional 

(e.g. fluorescence or drug release) organic anion [Rfunction(O)PO3]2− (Figure 7) [142]. 

The formation of this novel family of CPNs was based on the fact that functional 

organic anions comprising phosphonate or phosphate groups, commonly turn into 

insoluble salts on addition of [ZrO]2+ or [Mg2O]2+ cations. With this methodology, 

several types of NPs ranging from 20 to 40 nm (as shown by SEM) were synthesised. 

Depending on the different combinations and the fluorescent dye anion selected, the 

CPNs showed blue, green, red, and NIR fluorescence. Other alternatives tested 

consisted on the use of active molecules with antitumoral activity (e.g. FdUMP = 5′– 

fluoro–2′–deoxyuridine 5′–monophosphate), showing high payloads. 
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Figure 7. (a) Synthesis of inorganic-organic hybrid NPs (IOH-NPs) and corresponding SEM images. (b) 
Manifold combinations and multipurpose properties of the IOH-NPS [M]2+[Rfunction(O)PO3]2- (M = ZrO; 
Mg2O; R = functional group). (c) Different IOH-NPs in aqueous suspensions. (d) Emission spectra and 
chemical composition. Adapted with permission from ref. [142], Copyright 2015 American Chemical 
Society. 
 

Alternative functionalisation 

Beyond those metal ions and/or organic ligands that are already an intrinsic part of the 

polymeric structure, alternative functionalisation consists in the incorporation of 

additional optical dyes within the NPs. Taking this into account, Sahub et al. 

synthesised colloidal stable CPNs based on the coordination of Gd3+ metal ions with the 

−SO3– and −OH groups present in the sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) and 4–(2–

hydroxyethyl)–1–piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) [143]. Then, a solution 

containing Gd(NO3)3 DMSO was added into a solution of SDS-HEPES giving a 

colloidal suspension of NPs with average size of 60 nm, as shown by TEM images. 

Interestingly, the encapsulation of two curcuminoids (Cur and CurBF2) enhanced the 

fluorescence quantum yield compared to the free curcumin derivatives. This 

improvement could be related to both the confinement of the packed dye molecules and 

an increase of the cellular uptake. Another route for incorporation of optically active 

molecules consists in the functionalisation of the surface with dyes. In this sense, Novio 
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et al. synthesised Fe- and Co-based CPNs with catechol ligands, bearing pendant 

carboxyl groups, and imidazole-based coligand to induce the polymerisation [45]. The 

ligands were dissolved in ethanol and subsequently addition of metallic salts 

((CH3COO)2·xH2O, were x = Co or Fe) in water (antisolvent) induced the precipitation 

of CPNs. SEM and TEM images revealed spherical NPs with an average diameter of 

about 110 nm (Co-based CPN) and about 94 nm (Fe-based CPN). The −CO2H groups 

exposed outside of the CPNs were used for the attachment of 6–amino fluorescein 

(ANF) dye. The monitoring of the fluorescently-labelled CPNs performed by a confocal 

laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) on MCF7 cells, lead to the localisation of the CNPs 

inside the cells, with a cellular internalisation of 27% and 39% for the ANFCo-CPN and 

ANFFe-CPN, respectively. The mechanism involved in their internalisation consisted 

mainly in the endocytosis pathway due to the negative surface character of these NPs 

originated by the superficial carboxylic groups.  

In another approach, to track the cell internalisation of self-assembled zinc-

bisphosphonate CPNs, Liu et al. added a small fraction of rhodamine B (rhod B) to 

afford rhod B-doped CPNs [144]. In this case, two different Zn-based CPN systems 

were synthesised: one containing the cisplatin and the other one the oxaliplatin prodrug. 

The CPNs were produced through a reverse microemulsion method. TEM images 

showed the formation of spherical NPs with an average diameter about 25 nm. In a final 

step, both systems were PEGylated in order to enhance the colloidal stability and 

biocompatibility. Accordingly, CLSM showed the efficient internalisation of the NPs by 

CT26 cells through endocytosis and fluorescence imaging from Ce6-doped CPNs was 

achieved for the in vivo study of CT26 tumour-bearing mice. Interestingly, the loading 

of these CPN platforms with the prodrugs, allowed in vivo antitumor activity 

significantly more effective than the free drugs. The same group reported later on a 

modification of Ce6 doped Zn-based CPNs to incorporate oxaliplatin and gemcitabine 

monophosphate (GMP), which are well-known chemotherapeutic agents [145]. Using 

confocal imaging studies, the integration of the CPNs in the cytoplasm was 

demonstrated, allowing for the in vitro pharmacokinetic study. As we have seen, the 

encapsulation of optical-active dyes within CPNs is a useful strategy. This approach is 

being used more frequently with the objective to endow CPNs with imaging activity. 

Recently, in 2020, Pen et al. reported the formation of Cu2+-based CPNs for optical 

imaging and specific cancer therapy [146]. The CPNs were prepared based on the 
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coordination between Cu2+ ions and dithiocarbamate (DTC) ligand under mild 

conditions. The self-assembly process yielded the formation of spherical NPs, which 

were coated with hyaluronic acid using electrostatic interactions. TEM images showed 

an average diameter about 100 nm before and 125 nm after the surface modification. 

Then, the encapsulation rhod B and Ce6 was performed and their corresponding drug-

release profile exhibited a sustained release. Finally, the CPNs loaded with Ce6 were 

injected in mice. Interestingly, the fluorescent signal showed a passive accumulation in 

the tumour tissues after 24 h. Overall, these results suggested the potential use of these 

CPNs as suitable drug-delivery system and effective nanoplatform for tumour therapy. 

Dual-mode 

Another area of research has been the development of dual-fluorescent CPNs for their 

use in multichannel imaging mode. With this objective, Nador et al. reported the 

formation of Co-based CPNs via precipitation method, which were functionalised 

following two different strategies (Figure 8) [147]. In the first of such approaches, the 

surface of CPNs containing two different catechol ligands (dopamine (–NH2 terminal 

group) and 3,4–dihydroxybenzldheyde (–CHO terminal group)) was covalently 

functionalised with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), 1–pyrenebutanoic acid hydrazide 

(PBH) and Alexa Fluor® 568 (A568). In the second strategy, the pre-functionalisation 

of phenol-based ligands with the corresponding dyes takes place before the formation of 

the CPN. If we compare the performance of both systems, the first route allowed for the 

incorporation of ~ 3% w/w of dye with accurate control over their emission properties 

and final morphology of the NPs. However, the second strategy offered higher dye 

payloads but less control over the final morphology and size of the CPNs. Finally, the 

internalisation of the CPNs by HeLa cells was confirmed by CLSM, and the stability of 

such dyes after uptake was probed after measuring the cellular fraction. This 

methodology allows for the production of functionalisable CPNs with a wide variety of 

dyes. Interestingly, the correct combination of different fluorescent moieties in a single 

platform, make affordable the use of CPNs for simultaneously detection through visible 

to NIR wavelengths. 
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Figure 8. (a) Synthetic scheme of the two different pathways followed for the preparation of dual-
fluorescent CPNs. (b) In vivo images (CLSM) of HeLa cells after incubation for two hours with 
CPN3-FITC-A568 and the corresponding control (non-functionalised CPN). Individual channel 
projections are used to track the localisation of FITC (in green), A568 (in red), the nuclear stain 
(Hoechst, in blue) and finally the superposition of all channels (merge). Scale bars are 20 mm. 
Adapted with permission from ref. [147], Copyright 2018 Wiley. 
 

Stimuli-responsive  

As seen in other examples of the use of CPNs for bioimaging, one of the most 

advantageous features is to produce platforms that respond in a certain way (e.g. bond 

cleavage) under a certain stimulus (e.g. pH). In this sense, Li et al. reported NPs made 

of Zn2+, Ce6 and a His derivative with sensitive responses to pH and redox stimuli [71]. 

The high affinity of His to coordinate metals was used for the self-assembly of Zn-

based CPNs. The nanoplatforms were obtained via precipitation method yielding CPNs 

with average size about 75 nm, as confirmed by DLS. The Ce6 photosensitiser was 

incorporated exhibiting a capacity loading higher than 50% with encapsulation 

efficiency above 99%. This high payload and efficiency was attributed to the fact that 

Ce6 participated in the formation of the CPNs through cooperative coordination. The in 

vivo distribution, tracking of the NPs in tumour-bearing mice using fluorescence 
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imaging, showed a preferential accumulation and an efficient photodynamic ablation of 

tumours, without off-target side effects. Additional examples include the nanoplatform 

described by Liu et al. based on Hf4+ and an imine- pH-responsive linker [62]. In this 

specific case, the Hf metal ions were used as radiosensitisers for enhanced tumour 

radiotherapy while labelling with a fluorescence dye (1,1′–dioctadecyl–3,3,3′,3′–

tetramethylindotricarbocyanine iodide) allowed tracking the cellular uptake by confocal 

fluorescence microscopy. The CPNs were prepared through a reverse microemulsion 

yielding NPs with average diameter about 280nm. The presence of pH-responsive 

benzoic-imine linker allowed for the controlled release of therapeutic moieties. At the in 

vivo level, the developed CPNs were i.v. injected, showing high tumour uptake in mice. 

Remarkably, once the tumour was treated with the CPNs, the size was reduced after X-

ray radiation. 

In a last example, Yang et al. similarly reported a series of nanoplatforms formed by 

dicarboxylic cisplatin (IV) prodrug (linker), poly–L–His–PEG (stabilizer) and a metal 

cation (Ca2+), exhibiting excellent accumulation in the tumour and high responses to pH 

changes [64]. The CPNs were synthesised through a one-pot reaction yielding NPS with 

spherical morphology and average hD about 50 nm. The pH-responsive behaviour of 

these CPNs induced a charge switch, allowing for decomposition of the nanoplatforms 

and release of cisplatin. After doping the CPNs with indocyanine green (ICG), a NIR 

dye, fluorescence imaging was used to in vivo track the biodistribution of CPNs in 4T1 

tumour-bearing mice. The results demonstrated the successful use of these CPNs as a 

chemotherapeutic agent, particularly under acidic pH. 

 

3.4. Radioimaging (RI).  

Radionuclide imaging offers a potent tool for the detection, imaging and monitoring of 

different diseases in fields such as oncology, neurology, metabolism, inflammation and 

musculoskeletal system [148,149,150,151]. Positron emission tomography (PET) and 

single-photon emission computed-tomography (SPECT) imaging present some 

advantages compared with other imaging techniques: I) better detection sensitivity (at 

the picomolar range), II) higher penetration depth (in particular comparing with optical 

imaging) and III) wider quantitative scope [152]. The risks of the technique are implicit 

in the use of radiotracers that researchers must face efficiently, especially considering 
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the risk of NPs to be retained in the reticuloendothelial system organs. Usually, 

radiometals suitable for PET/SPECT imaging are used as stable complexes with 

different chelating molecules [153]. Selection of the chelator must be specific, 

considering the physicochemical properties of the radiometal (oxidation state, 

coordination number and kinetic reactivity, among others). Moreover, most of the 

strategies currently developed are focused on the production of chelator-free 

radiotracers, avoiding tedious synthesis procedures.  In this scenario, CPNs may be 

good candidates for the inclusion of radiometals in a safer strategy, allowing the 

formation of predesigned systems with excellent biocompatibility, biodegradability and, 

therefore, overcoming their potential risks.  

In 2014, Oh et al. reported the first example of a CPN that incorporated a radiotracer in 

its network [154]. In this work, CPNs with average diameters of 5-7 nm were obtained 

by the coordination polymerisation of an imidazole-based ligand and a gamma-emitting 

radionuclide (198Au). The success of the methodology was corroborated with other 

ligands though the lack of in vitro and in vivo studies makes it impossible to know their 

behaviour in biological environments [155]. Later, Shen et al. reported the one-step 

synthesis of renal-clearable ultrasmall CPNs formed by coordination of W4+ ions with 

GA as bridging ligand [156]. Due to the high affinity between the phenolic hydroxyl 

groups of GA and metal ions, CPNs could efficiently be labelled with 64Cu2+ via a 

chelator-free strategy. Afterwards, the NPs were further PEGylated fact that, together 

with their ultra-small size (1-2 nm), helped to the rapid and effective renal clearance, 

avoiding long-term side effects. On top of PET imaging, and thanks to the tungsten 

radio-sensitising with strong X-ray absorption, these CPNs greatly enhanced the 

efficacy of cancer radiotherapy by inhibiting the tumour growth. More recently, in 

2018, Lu et al. reported the loading of CPNs with 64Cu for PET imaging by 

encapsulating phthalocyanines in water-dispersible PEG-coated NPs under mild 

conditions [157]. The CPNs were produced via flash nanoprecipitation, which is a 

methodology consisting in the dissolution of lipophilic materials and stabilizing block 

copolymers in water-miscible organic solvents. This mixture is rapidly combined 

against an aqueous stream to induce the nucleation and growth of lipophilic material 

into NPs. This strategy is a versatile approach for the encapsulation hydrophobic 

moieties into water-dispersable NPs. The resultant NPs were obtained with a relatively 

wide size distribution (from 70 to 160 nm) though still within limits required in medical 
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applications. The developed CPNs could be stored and subsequently incubated with 
64Cu immediately before to performing the imaging scan. Interestingly, the 

radiochemistry yield achieved was also high, reporting values >90% of radionuclide 

chelation.  

The use of 99mTc has been widely employed in clinical SPECT radioimaging mainly due 

to its short half-live (6.01 h) and rich chemistry that allows its bonding to a variety of 

biochemical compounds. In this context, Yang et al. reported the formation of CPNs 

prepared by the coordination between Ca2+ ions and AS1411 DNA G-quadruplexes (Ca-

AS1411 CPNs) [158]. This novel nanostructure allowed for the insertion of different 

active molecules such as the photosensitiser Ce6 and hemin (Fe-containing porphyrin). 

This strategy favoured the generation of reactive oxygen species inside cell nuclei upon 

660 nm irradiation. However, a low signal-to-noise ratio and the self-quenching effect 

of the photosensitiser, endangers the possible use of the fluorescence imaging to obtain 

the in vivo distribution of NPs inside animals. For this reason, 99mTc, with strong γ-ray 

emission, was efficiently introduced through its chelation in the centre of the porphyrin 

rings without needing additional chelator agents. The resulting CPNs exhibited 

spherical morphology and average size distribution centred at 70 nm. The in vivo tracing 

in 4T1-tumour-bearing mice showed contrast in a time-dependent manner. In another 

example, Chao et al. described the one-pot formation of PEG-modified CPNs composed 

of Hf4+ and TCPP (Figure 9) [159]. The formation of Hf-TCPP-PEG CPNs allow for its 

labelling in high yields with 99mTc thanks to the chelating structure of TCPP. The CPNs 

were produced through a one-pot reaction by mixing the ligands and the metal ions. The 

resulting CPNs showed an average hD about 70 nm with high colloidal stability. 

Interestingly, Hf was able to eliminate cancer cells because its interaction with the γ 

rays originated from 99mTc. Therefore, these 99mTc-Hf-TCPP-PEG CPNs showed 

efficient tumour retention with outstanding therapeutic features in eliminating tumours 

after moderate doses of 99mTc. Remarkably, these CPNs resulted easily biodegraded and 

excreted, avoiding long-term body retention.  
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Figure 9. (a) The Scheme shows the formation of Hf-TCPP-PEG CPNs and additional radiolabeling with 
99mTc, as well as the generation of secondary charged particles by Hf after absorbing γ rays emitted 
from 99mTc. (b) Confocal fluorescence images of γ-H2AX-stained 4T1 cells after various treatments for 
24 h. Blue, DAPI; red, γ-H2AX. Groups I, II, III, IV, V, and VI stand for saline, Ca-TCPP-PEG, Hf-
TCPP-PEG, free 99mTc, 99mTc-Hf-TCPP-PEG, and 99mTc-Hf-TCPP-PEG, respectively. (c,d) In vivo 
SPECT images of 4T1 of rodents after intratumoral local injection with 99mTc -Hf-TCPP-PEG CPNs (c) 
or free 99mTc (d). Adapted with permission from ref. [159], Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 

 

3.5. Photoacoustic imaging (PAI) 

Photoacoustic imaging (PAI) is a technique based on the irradiation and absorption of 

biological tissues with non-ionising laser pulses that is transformed into heat. Such heat 

induces a thermal expansion associated to acoustic waves, which are detected by 

ultrasonic transducers and transformed into images. PAI as a hybrid non-ionising 

imaging modality provides deep tissue penetration as compared with optical imaging 

due to the minimised scattering of acoustic waves relative to light [160,161]. This 

imaging modality is used to understand fundamental biology such as imaging of 

diseases biomarkers [162,163], brain imaging [164,165], angiogenesis [166], and cancer 

diagnostics [167]. However, as PAI signals are generally lower than optical imaging 

signals [168], imaging agents with high photoacoustic brightness are required. Most of 

the used PAI probes are based in organic dyes [169], fluorescent proteins [170], gold 

nanoparticles [171], carbon nanotubes [172], 2D materials [173], up-conversion 

nanoparticles [174] and semiconducting polymer nanoparticles [175,176,177].  
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With respect to CPNs, not many examples have been so far reported. Only recently, 

Wang et al. described the synthesis of a complete set of Fe3+-based NPs using phenolic 

ligands with different structures (nophenol: resorcinol and hydroquinone, 

orthodiphenol: pyrocatechol and 1,2,4–trihydroxybenzene (DB), and ortotriphenol: 

pyrogallol (PG), GA, epigallocatechin gallate (EG) and TA) [178]. The family of CPNs 

were synthesised using a single one-step method and PVP as a stabiliser and protective 

agent. The resulting nanostructures showed different diameters ranging from 5 to 60 

nm, as shown by TEM images. In almost all the cases, the developed CPNs 

demonstrated good biocompatibility and biosafety, effective for in vivo applications. In 

particular, Fe3+-TA complex exhibited suitable dimensions for tumour accumulation. 

Interestingly, this CPN complex presented strong UV-vis absorbance, high 

photothermal capacities and PAI compared to Fe3+–nophenol, orthodiphenol and 

orthotriphenol complexes. Fe3+-pyrocatechol and Fe3+-TA systems similarly featured 

excellent photothermal performance and antitumor effect on MCF7 cells with laser 

irradiation. Therefore, the photothermal properties and PAI performance of Fe3+-

phenolic complexes resulted optimal for PAI-guided PTT, thus opening a novel 

theranostic application for CPNs. 

 

3.6. Bi- and Tri-modal Imaging 

In this section, examples of CPNs that allow for their simultaneous imaging with 

different diagnostic techniques will be discussed. The combination of more than one 

imaging technique in a single platform facilitates the interpretation of the diagnostic 

images, thus overcoming artefacts and imaging ambiguities. The multimodality imaging 

CPNs have been grouped by families embracing the same combination of techniques, as 

described next. 

MRI/CT + OI 

This combination of techniques is probably the most successfully used by CPNs, 

which indistinctly allows for their visualisation by MRI and OI. In this context, Zhou et 

al. reported CPNs incorporating phosphorescent carboxyl-functionalised Ir3+ complexes 

and magnetic Gd3+ [179]. The nanostructures were hollow spheres with an average 

diameters and wall thickness of 60 nm and 10 nm, respectively as revealed by TEM 

images. The CPNs were also mixed with PVP to improve their colloidal stability. The 
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produced low cytotoxic nanosystems (with hD ~ 195 nm) showed relative stability in 

water and PBS at room temperature with strong red phosphorescence. The presence of 

Gd3+ ions in the CPN network allowed for the detection of modest longitudinal 

relaxivity (r1 = 8.0 mM−1s−1) and significant transverse relaxivity (r2 = 10.8 mM−1s−1). 

Moreover, coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy and CLSM assured their 

uptake in living cancer cells. In another example, Lu et al. also described water-soluble 

CPNs built with Ir3+, Gd3 and 2–2’bipyridine–3.3’–dicarboxylic acid [180]. The CPNs 

were produced through a coordination assembly and by adding PVP to enhance the NP 

stability. The TEM and SEM images revealed the formation of NPs with average size 

about 150 nm which was increased up to 270 nm when measured in DLS. This increase 

in size was attributed to the formation of aggregates in aqueous solution. The 

synthesised CPNs showed absorption in the visible region (560 nm) and high 

longitudinal relaxivity (r1 = 29.5 mM−1s−1). Interestingly, the CPNs exhibited low 

cytotoxicity and excellent stability in simulated biological environments. Overall and 

thanks to its successful internalisation (as confirmed by CLSM), 1O2 generated after 

irradiation with visible light was effectively employed for the PDT of cancer cells. 

Wang et al. synthesised multifunctional Gd-Yb CPNs using Ru(bpy)32+ as a fluorescent 

ligand [181]. The CPNs were synthesised by following a microemulsion method, 

yielding NPs with diameters about 130 nm. Through an accurate optimisation of Gd/Yb 

ratio, the CPNs successfully integrated the red fluorescence and the 1O2 production of 

the Ru-ligand, paramagnetic MRI-activity of Gd3+ and the high attenuation of Yb3+. 

Indeed, both UV-vis absorption and fluorescence emission of the CPNs showed a wide 

absorption band at 480 nm and a high red fluorescence at 655 nm. The red emission of 

the CPNs lies in the transparent biological range, avoiding the disturbance from the 

autofluorescence and scattering light of tissue by minimising background imaging. The 

in vitro relaxivities measurements showed a high r1 = 26.27 mM−1s−1, which is 7-fold of 

commercial GdDTPA, indicating the ability of the system to act as T1 CA. The 

performance of this multiplatform was finally tested in vivo, confirming its high 

imaging and PDT efficiency (Figure 10). Interestingly, the inclusion of Yb was 

effective for the acquisition of CT imaging with remarkable signal enhancement. 

Therefore, these CPNs could be used as a CA for optical, MRI and CT triple-modality 

imaging. 
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Figure 10. (a) Fluorescence spectra of Ru–based ligand and CPNs with diverse Gd/Yb ratios. (b) 
T1w MR and CT images of the CPNs with different Gd/Yb ratios and water. (c) TEM images of 
PEG@CPNs (up) and photographs of PEG@CPNs aqueous solutions upon sunlight and irradiation 
at 365 nm (bottom). (c) r1 relaxivity curve of the PEG@CPNs and Gd/Yb-Ru CPNs. Inset: T1w 
images of the PEG@CPNs in different concentrations. (d) CT attenuation plot of the PEG@CPNs. 
Inset: CT image of the PEG@CPNs in different concentrations. Adapted with permission from ref. 
[181], Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

In another example, Cui et al. reported CPNs formed by coordination of Dy3+ ions with 

a vinylimidazole(Vin)-based polymer acting as a coordinating ligand [182]. The self-

assembly was drive by the strong coordination interactions between imidazole rings and 

ester groups with Dy3+ ions. The NPs were further coated with silica stabilising them 

against disassembling in aqueous media. As a proof-of-concept, the NPs were 

internalised in fibroblast L929 and monitored in the cytoplasm by CLSM. Qualitatively, 

the CPNs showed predominant T2W contrast, demonstrating the potential use of such 

NPs as multiscale cellular probes for both fluorescence imaging and MRI. However, no 

quantitative r1 and r2 measurements were reported. Along with this, Wang et al. 

developed CPNs using Gd3+ and Ru(bpy)32+ [183]. These CPNs were endowed with red 

fluorescence and high MRI, which allowed differentiation of tumours from other 

tissues. The CPNs were synthesised via hydrothermal treatment producing spherical 

NPs with average diameter of 138 nm, as shown by SEM. The r1 of the CPNs (29.30 

mM−1s−1) was six times larger than that of Gd-DTPA (4.95 mM−1s−1, tested under the 

same conditions). The r2 value under the same experimental conditions was 22.67 

mM−1s−1, with an r2/r1 ratio of 0.77. The imaging efficacy and the low toxicity were 

corroborated using HepG2 cells, zebrafish, and tumour-bearing mice as models. Finally, 
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in 2020, Sun et al. reported the formation of Gd3+-Rose Bengal (RB) CPNs [184]. The 

CPNs were synthesised by solvothermal method using RB (as a photosensitiser) and 

Gd3+ ions (as metal nodes). The reaction yielded the formation of ultrasmall NPs with 

average size of 3.3 ± 0.8 nm, as shown by TEM. Interestingly, developed CPNs showed 

an enhanced fluorescence when compared with free RB. Moreover, the presence of 

Gd3+ ions allowed for the detection of MR signal, showing a strong T1w-mediated CA 

with r1 = 9.6 mM−1s−1. Finally, imaging performance was evaluated in vivo by i.v. 

injection of the CPNs in 4T1-tumour-bearing mice. The in vivo results showed both 

MRI and fluorescence imaging with excellent performance. 

MRI/CT + PAI 

Three examples of CPNs with both MRI and PAI contrast have been recently 

described. In 2015, An et al. prepared a core-shell structure made of a Fe3O4 

nanocluster core bearing a carbocyanine-Gd3+ CPN as the outer shell [185]. The formed 

organic/inorganic hybrid exhibited a narrow size distribution centred at 75 nm.  The use 

of performed Fe3O4-Carbon platforms, it was possible to fine tune the deposition of 

CPNs, resulting in an outer shell on the carbon layer. Interestingly, the final structure 

presented a high T2 contrast effect with an r2 = 224.5 mM−1s−1, which depends on the 

concentration and size of the iron oxide NPs (best results for 75 nm). The presence of 

Gd3+ ions in the shell conferred low T1 response (r1 = 0.5 mM−1s−1), and the cyanine-

based ligand induced the generation of photoacoustic signals. The imaging efficiency 

was validated by in vivo experiments upon the accumulation of imaging probes on the 

targeted tumour. The use of cyanine-based ligands for the generation of PA signals was 

also used by Hu et al. for the preparation of ICG-loaded PDA-Fe3+ NPs [186]. First of 

all, PDA NPs were synthesised through a self-polymerization of dopamine in alkaline 

media. Then, Fe3+ ions were chelated via coordination interactions with catechol groups 

and ICG molecules were absorbed via π-π/electrostatic interactions. DLS measurements 

revealed an hD of 167 ± 3 nm with high stability after PEGylation process. On the one 

hand, the presence of ICG molecules conveniently improve the NIR optical absorption 

of PDA and decrease their fluorescence, which can enhance the PA contrast capability. 

On the other hand, Fe3+ ions induced a T1 MRI contrast effect with an r1 = 14.0 

mM−1s−1. In addition, T2 was evaluated exhibiting high contrast effect with r2 = 83.3 

mM−1s−1. Interestingly, remarkable therapeutic efficiency with minimal side effects was 

accomplished in a mouse 4T1 breast tumour after dual PAI/MRI imaging and PTT 
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treatments using low laser densities. In a similar example, Chen et al. prepared a 

DMCA nanocomplex based on Fe3+–PDA with a transversal relaxivity high enough (r2 

= 45.92 mM−1s−1) to allow for dual-mode MRI imaging (r2/r1 = 6.11) [123]. In addition, 

the same CNPs loaded with DOX facilitate NIR-responsive on-demand and destroy the 

tumour directly by heat. 

In a further step, Yang et al. described a general methodology to synthesise PEGylated 

CPNs showing fibber-like morphology through a phase–transfer reaction [187]. The 

CPNs were prepared by mixing diverse types of metal ions (e.g. Mn2+, Ca2+, Co2+) and 

the cyanine-based ligand (ICG) together with poly–L–His-PEG (pHis–PEG) as a 

stabilising agent (Figure 11). The CPNs were produced through a facile phase-transfer 

reaction yielding fibber-like nanostructures with lengths at hundreds of nm as shown by 

TEM. Due to the specific intense NIR absorbance of Mn-ICG@pHis-PEG, the CPNs 

showed a sharp in vivo PAI contrast in 4T1-tumour-bearing mice, with signals that 

gradually increase in a time-dependent manner (Figure 11d). On top of that, the 

presence of Mn2+ ions allowed for concentration-dependent brightening effect under T1 

MRI, with an r1 of 8.20 mM−1s−1, reasonably larger than that of free MnCl2 (4.42 

mM−1s−1) and the commercially available Gd-based T1 contrast Magnevist®. 

Interestingly, the in vivo MRI imaging in mice bearing 4T1 tumours under a clinic 3T 

MR scanner showed T1W signals brightened up in the tumour over time.  
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Figure 11. (a) One-step reaction of 1D PEGylated CPNs. (b) High-angle annular dark-field scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) image and amplified TEM image inset; STEM-
mapping for Mn and S. (c) T1w MR images of MnCl2 and Mn-ICG@pHis-PEG solutions with different 
concentrations of Mn2+. (d) i.v. injection of Mn-ICG@pHis-PEG and PA images of the tumours at various 
time points. Adapted with permission from ref. [187], Copyright 2017 Wiley. 

 

Yang et al. described the preparation of core-shell CPNs for dual MRI/PAI [188]. For 

this, CPNs containing Mn2+ ions (MRI) and IR825 (high NIR absorbance) were first 

prepared in a mixed solvent of DMF/methanol thorugh post-synthetic cation echange 

method. Then, the CPNs were combined with Hf4+ (a high-Z element with good CT 

signal and radiosensitisation capability) to furnish core-shell Mn-Hf-IR825 systems. 

The resulting NPs were coated with PDA and PEGylated, exhibiting spherical 

morphology with average hD about 110 nm.  Accordingly, the presence of Mn2+ offers a 

brightening effect as a T1 CA with an r1 = 7.28 mM−1s−1, which is larger than the 

commercial CAs based on Gd and Mn. Interestingly, the CPNs were i.v. injected 

showing efficient tumour-homing ability, as noticed by MRI and PAI with low toxicity. 

Moreover, the CPNs accomplished high tumour killing efficacy by in vivo photothermal 

and synergistic radiation therapy in mouse tumour model experiments. More recently, in 

2020, Tian et al. described the formation polyphenol-based CPNs through the reaction 

between ellagic acid and Fe2+/3+ ions [189]. The CPNs were prepared via one-pot 

method used in their previous work, where albumin was employed as surfactant to 

control the formation and size of Fe-based CPN as CA for MRI [116]. The size of the 
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resulting CPNs was determined by TEM, showing uniform particle size with average 

diameter about 24 nm. Both relaxivity parameters were measured, showing a T1w-

mediated MRI contrast (r1 = 2.54 and r2 = 3.1 mM−1s−1). When compared with its 

previous system (GA-Fe@BSA), the r2/r1 was slightly increased (1.22). This increase 

was attributed to the larger molecular structure of ellagic acid when compared with GA. 

This different molecular structure between both ligands was beneficial for slowing 

down the molecular spin. Consequently, this speed reduction allowed for the increase of 

the spin correlation time after coordination with Fe ions. Finally, PAI measurements 

showed increased signal intensity 8.9-fold higher when compared with water. 

MRI/CT + PAI + RI 

The combination of MRI and PET techniques in a single nanoplatform offers an 

effective tool for the highly accurate diagnosis of several diseases, organism disorders 

and metabolism alterations. Their combination together with PAI imaging in a single 

CPN platform was described by Jin et al. in 2017 [190]. The authors reported the 

synthesis of ultra-small iron-GA CPNs (Fe-Ga CPNs) and the post-synthetic 

incorporation of 64Cu as radiotracer. This approach represented a good strategy for the 

preparation of CPNs in one-step chelator-free methodology (Figure 12). The ultra-small 

NPs obtained (~ 5 nm, as shown by TEM images) where further functionalised with 

PEG allowing tumour accumulation with high labelling yield. Nevertheless, the 

quantitative determination of relaxivity parameters highlighted that these CPNs could 

act as moderate T1 CA because of their low longitudinal relaxivity (r1 = 3.50 mM−1s−1). 

This fact was compensated with a low transversal relaxivity value (r2 = 0.97 mM−1s−1) 

that decreased the r2/r1 ratio, conferring a T1W-dominated CA. The PAI was validated by 

the in vivo imaging upon injection, with highly efficient photothermal destruction upon 

NIR laser irradiation of the tumours, without harmful accumulation in vital organs.  
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Figure 12. (a) Fe-Ga CPN preparation and PEGylation followed by 64Cu labelling on Fe-GA-PEG CPNs 
through a chelator-free manner. (b) In vivo PET images of 4T1 tumour-bearing mice obtained at various 
time points (1, 2, 4, and 24 h) post i.v. of 64Cu-Fe-GA CPNs without (upper) or with PEG (bottom) 
coating. The yellow triangle symbol represented the tumour site. (c) In vivo PA images of tumours on 
mice after injection with Fe-GA-PEG CPNs obtained at various time points (0 h, 1 h, and 24 h). (d) T1w 
MRI of mice before and 24 h after i.v. injection with Fe-GA-PEG CPNs. Adapted with permission from 
ref. [190], Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry. 

OI + PAI 

In a single example, Chu et al. achieved a fluorescence/ PAI-guided combination 

photo/gene therapy using nanoformulations made of a Zn2+-dipicolylamine (DPA) 

loading ICG and therapeutic genes [191]. The interaction between Zn2+ ions and 

sulfonate anions present in ICG molecules allowed for the assembly of CPNs with 

average diameter of 120 nm as shown by TEM images. The CPNs (with λex = 808 nm) 

exhibited an enhanced PA signal compared to ICG. In a 4T1 xenograft mouse model, 

PTT combined with gene therapy, completely eliminated the tumours in animals 

without significant side effects. Most remarkably, in vivo results did not show tumour 

relapsing after three weeks. 
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4. Perspectives 

Researchers continue to pursue the idea of developing multiplatform systems that 

allow their use in a wide range of diagnostic techniques. The main advantage is to 

provide in a single platform all the necessary elements without the need to change the 

corresponding imaging agent. Nanostructuration and predesigned formulation could 

substantially improve the formation of multifunctional systems with outstanding 

properties. With these advances, the expected benefits are numerous due to the highly 

sensitive diagnostic capacity, hand in hand with personalised Medicine to the patient 

and prioritising early diagnosis. In this sense, CPNs exhibit great prospective as CAs 

and bioimaging probes thanks to the combination of the inherent advantages 

demonstrated by nanostructured materials (high surface area, colloidal stability, cell 

internalisation and controlled release, among others). Specially, the richness and 

versatility offered by coordination chemistry, allows for the development of 

nanostructured functional materials with high potential for its clinical transfer. Though 

the number of metal ions that can be used for their preparation is considerable, there is a 

preferential use of some metal ions as dictated by the specific requirements of each 

technique. For instance, Gd3+, Mn2+ and Fe2+/3+ are preferably used for MRI, lanthanides 

in the case of OI and other metal ions such as Hf4+ for CT or 64Cu2+ or 99mTc for PET 

and SPECT, respectively. This can also be extrapolated to the use of ligands; although 

the range of possibilities is extensive, some of them concentrate more attention such as 

polyphenol ligands, cyanine or Ru(bpy)32+ that confer added value to the NP such as 

chemotherapy or fluorescence activity, among others. A schematic compilation of the 

most successful combination of metal ion and functional ligands reviewed in this 

manuscript is shown in Table 3. Overall, the fine-tuning selection of ligands and metals 

provides a great scope for the application of CPNs in a multiplatform imaging system. 

Going deeper into detail on the different techniques, it becomes more evident the 

specific needs and evolution for each one of them. For instance, trends followed by 

researchers over the last years in MRI are mainly heading towards the development of 

novel NPs that minimise the toxicity of metal ions such as Gd3+, Mn2+ and/or the 

progressive development of T1/T2 DMCAs (Table 2). Concerning OI, it has already 

been demonstrated that by adjusting the ratio of the metals (or even ligands) the 

resulting luminescence can be easily tuned, allowing to perform multiple logic 

operations which can be interesting for their use in biological systems. Nevertheless, the 
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absorption and quantum yields must be optimised before clinical applications. In the 

case of RI, future tendencies go to the use of chelator-free systems, avoiding the 

laborious synthesis procedures with extreme conditions and the reduction of the side 

effects. However, limited number of examples has been so far described in most of 

these areas so further work will be required before any general trend and/or conclusions 

can be extracted. This is even more applicable for techniques such as CT or PAI, where 

only a few examples have been reported. Finally, a trending tendency is the 

combination of different imaging techniques within a single platform to reduce 

ambiguities and false positives or errors caused by undetected organism alterations. A 

compilation of the few examples so far described in this area is summarised in Table 4. 

Additionally, the demonstrated versatility of CPNs make feasible to develop these kind 

of nanosystems for emerging imaging modalities. In this novel techniques, such as 

second NIR (NIR-II) imaging [192,193], afterglow imaging [194,195] and 

chemiluminescence imaging [196,197], the use of molecular probes to increase the 

signal-to-noise ratios and penetration depth is crucial. 

The other great battleground in the future for CPNs is the translation into hospitals and 

applied medical research. Researchers have to face the current challenges in order to 

provide more evidence of the effectiveness of CPNs in terms of stability, 

biocompatibility and biodegradability in real biological environments. Development of 

proper pharmacokinetic profiles will be another major step. If successful, CPNs 

performing efficiently both detection and therapy settle a new basis for a novel 

generation of personalised therapy. In this sense, previous in vivo studies so far reported 

with animal models are encouraging in terms of biocompatibility, biostability and 

imaging performing. These studies revealed that nanostructuration might attenuate the 

toxic effects of some of the metal ions while the formation of protective shells based on 

polymers (e.g. PEG), has demonstrated its effectiveness to improve the stability. On top 

of that, protective coatings (e.g. PDA) can be functionalised with active targeting 

ligands to enhance accumulation in tumours.  

To conclude, there are two other areas we do consider deserve special attention in the 

near future. The first one is the development of several novel fundamental studies that 

help to decipher the critical role played by the ligands, coordination sphere, surface-to-

volume ratios and the accessibility of water molecules within the NPs. We should not 

forget that most of the times, these NPs are obtained under strict out-of-equilibrium 
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conditions lacking, therefore, a well-defined chemical structure. In other words, future 

work is needed to assess a proper structure-property correlation. Secondly, we do aim 

our colleagues to collect all the knowledge so far gained in this area and summarised in 

this review to target more specific applications and medical challenges where CPNs can 

bring added value. 
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Table 1. Summary of r1 and r2 relaxivities for commercial contrast agents. 

Brand name Metal Formula r1 (mM-1s-1) r2 (mM-1s-1) r2/r1 Magnetic field (T) Ref. 
Magnevist® Gd3+ Gd-DTPA 4.1 4.6 1.12 

1.5 

[198] 

MultiHance® Gd3+ Gd-BOPTA 6.3 8.7 1.38 

Omniscan™ Gd3+ Gd-DTPA-BMA 4.3 5.2 1.21 

Dotarem®/Clariscan ® Gd3+ Gd-DOTA 3.6 4.3 1.19 

ProHance® Gd3+ Gd-HP-DO3A 4.1 5.0 1.22 

Gadavist® Gd3+ Gd-BT-DO3A 5.2 6.1 1.17 

Eovist®/Primovist® Gd3+ Gd-EOB-DTPA 6.9 8.7 1.26 

Teslascan® Mn2+ Mn-DPDP 3.1 2.3 0.74  

Lumenhance® Mn2+ MnCl2 8.0 6.0 0.75  

Resovist® Fe2+/Fe3+ Fe2O3 (SPIONs) 25.4 151.0 5.94 0.5 [199] 

Endorem® Fe2+/Fe3+ Fe2O3 (SPIONs) 40.0 160.0 4.00 0.5  

Sinerem® Fe2+/Fe3+ Fe2O3 (SPIONs) 25.0 160.0 6.40 0.5  
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Table 2. Summary of r1 and r2 relaxivities for reported CPN-based contrast agents. 
 

System Metal r1 (mM-1s-1) r2 (mM-1s-1) r2/r1 Magnetic field (T) Ref. 

Gd-NCP Gd3+ 
6.58 (pH=5.5) 
0.18 (pH=7.4) 

- - 3.0  [96] 

Gd3+/[Fe(CN)6]3− Gd3+ 11.40 12.60 1.01 4.7  [98] 
Gd-Micelles Gd3+ 34.12 20.16 0.59 3.0  [99] 

Gd-TA Gd3+ 25.5 30.3 1.19 1.0  [100] 
f -CPPs@PVP Gd3+ 8.0 10.8 1.35 0.5  [179] 

Ir-Gd-CPP Gd3+ 29.5 - - 3.0 [180] 
Gd/Yb-Ru PEG@NCPs Gd3+ 26.27 - - 1.2  [181] 

Gd-Ru NCPs Gd3+ 29.30 22.67 0.77 1.2  [183] 
FcGd@SiO2(SBITC)-RGD Gd3+ 5.10 21.7 4.25 3.0  [122] 

Gd-RB Gd3+ 9.6 - - 9.4  [184] 

MSN-Gd Mn2+ 
28.80 
10.20 

65.50 
110.8 

2.27 
10.86 

3.0 
9.4 

 [94] 

Mn-NCP-PEG-AA Mn2+ 7.60 70.30 9.25 3.0  [106] 
Mn-IR825@PDA-PEG Mn2+ 7.48 - - 3.0  [107] 

Mn-SS Mn2+ 9.95 - - 3.0  [108] 
FMCNP Mn2+ 6.46 - - 7.0  [109] 

Mn2+-PNP Mn2+ 17.35 37.99 2.19 4.7 110] 
MTX-Mn@PEG Mn2+ 7.76 - - 0.5  [111] 

BM@NCP(DSP)-PEG Mn2+ 
9.23 (pH=6.5) 
1.75 (pH=7.4) 

- - 3.0  [72] 

Mn-ICG@pHis-PEG Mn2+ 4.42 - - 3.0  [187] 
NMOP-PEG Mn2+ 7.28 - - 3.0  [188] 

GA-Fe@BSA Fe3+ 0.89 0.95 1.07 0.5  [116] 
EA-Fe@BSA Fe3+ 2.54 3.1 1.22 0.5  [189] 

Fe-GA@PEG-PLGA Fe3+ 10.46 - - 7.0  [119] 
Fe-mPEG-S-Trityl-Cys-Dopa Fe3+ 1.53 - - 1.2  [120] 

PDAs@CP3 Fe3+ 7.52 45.92 6.11 1.5  [123] 
SPION@CPP-Fe Fe3+ 2.80 185.3 66.2 7.0  [124] 

Fe-NCP Fe3+ 5.30 10.90 2.06 7.0  [125] 
catAZT-NCP Fe3+ 0.15 117.5 783.3 7.0  [82] 

PDA-Fe3+-ICG  Fe3+ 14.0 83.3 5.95 3.0  [186] 
Fe-GA-PEG Fe3+ 3.50 0.97 0.28 1.0  [190] 

Gd-Fe-TA CPNs Gd3+/Fe3+ 9.30 11.72 1.26 1.0  [120] 
Fe3O4@C@Cy-Gd3+  Gd3+/Fe3+ 0.5 224.5 449 3.0  [182] 
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Table 3. CPNs for Bioimaging 

Imaging Technique Mode Metal Ligand In vitro In vivo 

MRI 
T1 

Gd3+, Mn2+ 
NH2-BDC, cyano-bridged, Asp, 

bisphosphonate, BDC, BTC, IR825, DTA, 
Fmoc, Met, DSP 

[96] [106] 

[111] 

[72] [94] [98] [99] 
[100] [107]  

[108] [109] [111] 

Fe2+/3+ GA, PDA, TA  
[116] [117] [120] 

[121] 
T2 Fe2+/3+ dhc, bix [82]  

T1/T2 Fe2+/3+, Fe2+/3+/Gd3+, SPIONs DCFe, PDA, dhc, bix [124] [122] [123] [125] 

CT - I+, Hf4+ I4–BDC–H2, BATA  [128] 

OI 

CPNs-QDs Zn2+, Tb3+, Eu3+ K-PTC, BTB, DDM, hPA [137]  

Photoluminiscence 
Zn2+,Tb3+, Eu3+, Ce3+, Zr4+, 

Cu+ 
TCPP, Ru(bpy)32+, polytriazole [142] [140] 

Encapsulation of dyes 
(ICG, Cur, CurBF2, ANF, 
rhod B, Ce6, FITC, PBH, 

A568, DiR) 

Ca2+,Co2+, Zn2+, Gd3+, Hf4+, 
Cu2+, Zr4+ 

SDS, HEPES, dhc, bix, bisphosphonate, His 
[45] [143] 

[145] 
[62] [64] [71] 
[144] [146] 

RI PET 64Cu, W4+ GA, phthalocyanine [157] [156] 
SPECT 99mTc, Ca2+, Hf4+ Porphyrin, TCPP  [159] 

PAI - Fe3+ PC, DB, PG, GA, EG, TA [178]  
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Table 4. CPNs for Bi- and Trimodal Imaging 

Imaging Technique Mode Metal Ligand In vitro In vivo 

MRI/CT + OI 
T1 + Phospohorescence 

Gd3+, Ir3+ BDA [179] [180]  

T1 + Fluorescence Gd3+, Yb3+ Ru(bpy)32+, RB  [181] [183] [184] 

T2 + Fluorescence Dy3+ Vyn [182]  

MRI/CT + PAI T1 and/or T2 + PA 
Gd3+, Fe2+/3+, Mn2+ , 

Ca2+,Co2+, Hf4+ 
Cyanine-based, ICG, PDA, IR825, EA  

[185] [186] [187] 
[188] [189] 

MRI/CT + PAI + RI T1 + PA + PET Fe2+/3+, 64Cu GA  [190] 

OI + PAI Fluorescence + PA Zn2+ ICG, DPA  [191] 
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